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Although change and adaptation are key to life, nature is 
reluctant to abandon old inventions. Even today when the 
hypothetical RNA world of our ancestors has been sup- 
planted by the richer possibilities offered by proteins, we 
still find key processes catalyzed by RNA. Perhaps the 
oldest discovery was the unique power of base pairing to 
enable replication. This must have been key to the devel- 
opment of the RNA world and of equal importance in 
allowing DNA to become the modern genetic material. Life 
today is full of other examples of ancient processes that 
exist intact or have undergone only subtle modifications. 
One invention that has only recently been found is base 
flipping in DNA (Klimasauskas et al., 1994). A key feature 
of the catalytic mechanism of the cytosined DNA methyl- 
transferase M. Hhal involves flipping the target cytosine 
180° out of the DNA helix into a pocket in the enzyme. 
Recent crystallographic evidence suggests that other en- 
zymes may also flip bases out of DNA. In this minireview 
I propose that base flipping was an early discovery during 
evolution, while DNA was still being tested as the genetic 
material, and that this will be reflected by the more wide- 
spread occurrence of this mechanism than has been re- 
ported to date. 
Cytosine-5 DNA Methyltransferases 
When the DNA cytosined methyltransferase M. Hhal (rec- 
ognition sequence, GMeCGC) interacts with its substrate 
DNA, the target cytosine is flipped completely out of the 
helix and into a cavity in the enzyme where the chemistry 
of catalysis takes place (Figure 1) (Klimasauskas et al., 
1994). This dramatic but elegant distortion in the DNA 
structure contrasts sharply with the kinks and bends in- 
duced by other proteins upon binding (Pabo and Sauer, 
1992). Remarkably, there is no external energy supply 
required during this base flipping process since it takes 
place in the presence of only protein, DNA, and the cofac- 
tor S-adenosylmethionine. 
Other Methyltranferases 
Is this surprising mechanism merely a quirk of M. Hhal, 
or can we expect to find it more commonly? I will argue 
for the latter. First, we must consider the DNA methyltrans- 
ferases. The cytosine-5 DNA methyltransferases are a 
well-defined family of enzymes with more than 50 genes 
sequenced (Kumar et al., 1994) and a common architec- 
ture. Two regions are important for base flipping: one is 
at the C-terminus of the highly conserved catalytic motif; 
the second lies in the variable region that is responsible 
for DNA sequence recognition. Because the overall archi- 
tecture of this set of enzymes is so well conserved, it is 
clear that they will all have similar structures and use the 
same mechanism. This has been confirmed for M. Haelll, 
in which a cocrystal structure with DNA shows that the 
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target cytosine is flipped just as with M. Hhal (Reinisch 
et al., 1995 [this issue of Cc//j). Interestingly, in this struc- 
ture the adjacent base pairs in the DNA helix show much 
greater distortion than is found with M. Hhal. 
Two other forms of methylation of DNA bases are 
known. Both NCmethylcytosine (N4C) and NG-methyl- 
adenosine (N6A) occur frequently in bacterial DNAs, and 
many of the genes responsible have been sequenced. 
Two key motifs are conserved among both families of en- 
zymes (Klimasauskas et al., 1989; Lauster et al., 1989). 
Since in each case the modification takes place at an 
exocyclic amino group, a common mechanism is likely. 
Very recently a structure has been described for the ade- 
nine methyltransferase, M. Taql (recognition sequence, 
TCGMeA) in complex with the cofactor analog sinefungin 
(Labahn et al., 1994). When a normal B-DNA helix is mod- 
eled into the structure, the methyl donor is located more 
than 15 8, away from the acceptor amino group on the 
target adenosine. These authors suggest that M. Taql, 
like M. Hhal, will need to flip the base out of the helix to 
allow methylation to proceed. Given the similarity in key 
motifs between the N6A- and N4C-methyltransferases, it 
seems likely that both families of enzymes will also use 
base flipping to gain access to their target residues. 
Uracil-DNA Glycosylase 
A widespread repair enzyme is uracil-DNA glycosylase 
(UDGase) that removes uracil when it mistakenly appears 
in DNA, usually because of deamination of cytosine. The 
enzyme cleaves the glycosylic bond between the uracil 
base and Cl of deoxyribose, releasing the base and leav- 
ing an apyrimidinic site that can be further cleaved and 
repaired. Several crystal structures have recently been 
reported. Three structures contain the UDGase of herpes 
simplex virus type 1: the free enzyme, a complex with 
uracil base, and a complex with 5’-p-dTdTdT-OH-3’(Sawa 
et al., 1995). Two structures contain the human UDGase: 
the free enzyme and a complex with the inhibitor 6-amino- 
uracil (Mol et al., 1995b). In both UDGases, the specific 
binding to uracil-containing DNA is mediated by flipping 




the uracil out of the helix and into a specific pocket in the 
enzyme tailored to accomodate uracil rather than other 
bases. 
The T4 j?-Glucosyl Transferase 
Another potential example of base flipping is found in the 
structure of the 9glucosyltransferase of bacteriophage 
T4. As a barrier to host restriction systems, this phage 
has employed the ingenious strategy of using 5hydroxy- 
methylcytosine in place of cytosine when polymerizing its 
DNA. Following DNA synthesis, most, if not all, of these 
hydroxymethylcytosine residues are further modified by 
the addition of glucose. It is this latter reaction that is cata- 
lyzed by the j3-glucosyltransferase. A crystal structure has 
recently been determined for the enzyme in complex with 
its cofactor UDP-glucose (Vrielink et al., 1994). The cata- 
lytic site can be inferred from the position of the UDP- 
glucose and is seen to be deeply buried in a cleft. This 
would render it inaccessible to normal B-DNA when mod- 
eled into the structure. However, as suggested by the au- 
thors, base flipping of the target hydroxymethylcytosine 
residues would solve the problem nicely. 
The Ada Enzyme 
Another structure reported recently is that for the Ada re- 
pair enzyme of Escherichia coli that catalyzes the suicidal 
transfer of a methyl group from 05-methylguanine in dou- 
ble-stranded DNA onto a cysteine residue in the protein 
(Moore et al., 1994). Again, the structure is for the protein 
alone without DNA, but as Moore et al. (1994) note, when 
DNA is modeled into the structure, a large conformational 
change would be required to bring the OBmethylguanine 
lesion into close proximity with the cysteine residue that is 
the acceptor for the methyl group. In this case the authors 
propose a protein conformational change, but it seems 
equally likely that base flipping in the DNA could effect 
the necessary juxtaposition of active site and substrate. 
The E. CON Photolyase 
A remarkable example is provided by E. coli photolyase, 
which catalyzes the reversal of cyclobutane ring formation 
that occurs when thymine dimers are inadvertently formed 
in DNA. The normal substrate for this enzyme is double- 
stranded DNA containing thymine dimers, but it is known 
that the enzyme can reverse the thymine dimer when it 
is present in the isolated dinucleotide (Kim and Sancar, 
1991). Furthermore, the quantum yield of the reaction is 
essentially identical whether the lesion is located in single- 
stranded or double-stranded DNA. In a recent crystal 
structure, the catalytic apparatus is located in a cleft in 
the enzyme that can easily accommodate the complete 
thymine dimer (Parker et al., 1995). This has led these 
authors to propose that base flipping of the dinucleotide 
adduct out of the helix and into the pocket in the enzyme 
is the most likely mechanism to bring the catalytic site and 
its substrate into close proximity (Borman, 1995). 
Exonuclease 111 
The major apuriniclapyrimidinic DNA repair endonuclease 
of E. coli is exonuclease 111. This enzyme has multiple 
activities, including the familiar 3’-5’exonuclease activity. 
Recently, a crystal structure has been reported, and it is 
proposed that when exonuclease Ill recognizes an abasic 
site, the base opposite that apuriniclapyrimidinic site is in 
a flipped-out conformation (Mol et al., 1995a). 
Mismatch Binding 
Of the recent examples of potential base flipping, four 
involve DNA repair enzymes. In retrospect, it is now quite 
easy to imagine that damaged or unusual bases in DNA 
would form aberrant structures that might lower the energy 
penalty for flipping. Perhaps we should have expected this 
kind of mechanism all along. In recent studies we have 
investigated the effects of mismatches within the recogni- 
tion sequence of M. Hhal (Klimasauskas and Roberts, 
1995). We have changed the normal GC base pair that 
contains the target cytosine and substituted a variety of 
mismatches, replacing either the guanosine, the cytosine, 
or in some cases both residues. In every case we find that 
M. Hhal forms tighter complexes than with the cognate 
GC base pair. Furthermore, if the cytosine is retained and 
the guanosine replaced by almost anything, the enzyme 
not only binds more tightly, but it is still catalytically compe- 
tent. If GC is replaced by GU, the uracil is enzymatically 
converted to thymine (Klimasauskas and Roberts, 1995; 
Yang et al., 1995). Thus, the binding specificity for M. Hhal 
appears to be 
5’-G-“flippable base”-GC3’ 
3’-C G CG-5’. 
Evolution of Base Flipping 
These results suggest an evolutionary model in which 
base flipping of mismatched sites was a key early event. 
Although many of the arguments presented below also 
apply to a hypothetical RNA world, this discussion will be 
limited to a later time, when DNA was first being used as 
the genetic material. Enzymes, composed of RNA, pro- 
tein, peptide, or some combination thereof, would be re- 
sponsibfe for DNA polymerization. However, they would 
neither be as efficient nor as faithful as they are today. It 
is likely at this early time that many mismatches would be 
formed. But too many such mismatches, if left uncor- 
rected, would make DNA unsuitable as the genetic mate- 
rial. Clearly, mismatch recognition and repair would be 
crucial to the selection of DNA as the new genetic medium 
of heredity. But the sophisticated protein apparatus that 
today corrects mismatches would not have been available 
at this early time. 
I suggest the following scenario. Early mismatches in 
DNA were recognized by one or more separate peptides 
that were able to stabilize a spontaneously flipped base 
or to flip one of the mismatched partners out of the DNA. In 
so doing, they would render both the base and its adjacent 
phosphodiester bonds accessible to other peptides that 
couldeffect its removal from thechain. In thisearlysystem, 
each step in the repair process would be facilitated by 
separate, individual peptides. The great virtue of base flip 
ping is that it separates recognition of mismatched bases 
from any additional catalytic events required to correct the 
aberration. This is a prerequisite of any early evolutionary 
model, since complex proteins could not be expected to 
arise spontaneously. Of course, in addition to base exci- 
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Figure 2. Structure of Isolated DNA 
Structure of isolated DNA from Figure 1, showing the flipped cytosine 
residue and the small distortions to the adjacent base pairs. 
sion or nucleolytic cleavage of the backbone phosphodies- 
ter bonds, chemical modification of the flipped base could 
also occur. 
In this view of their early evolution, the methyltransfer- 
ases can be viewed as containing a series of modules 
that have become condensed into a single chain, thereby 
conferring the benefits of trimolecular, as opposed to multi- 
molecular reactions. One or two of the current modules 
could have arisen from mismatch recognition, base flip- 
ping modules, or both. Yet other modules are responsible 
for binding S-adenosylmethionine, providing catalytic func- 
tion or recognizing specific DNA sequences. In the case 
of the other enzymes that seem likely to use base flipping, 
a similar modular evolutionary history can be envisioned 
in which early basic modules recognized mismatches and 
flipped one of the partner bases. 
Superficially, one might have thought that a module able 
to recognize a mismatch or to flip a base might be recogniz- 
able at the primary sequence level. Thus far, we have 
been unable to do so. Comparisons among cytosined 
methyltransferases reveal no clear homologies to the base 
flipping loop of M. Hhal. A clue as to why this might be 
the case can be found in M. Hhal. The amino acid that 
infiltrates the helix from the DNA-binding domain is agluta- 
mine residue, which also makes hydrogen bond contacts 
to the orphan guanine (Klimasauskas et al., 1994). How- 
ever, all 19 mutants at this glutamine retain methyltransfer- 
ase activity (Mi and Roberts, 1995) and hence must still 
be able to flip the base. These studies were based on 
the idea that the loop containing the infiltrating glutamine 
residue will be critical during the initial base flipping step. 
Since we presently have no mechanistic information on 
how this is achieved, this assumption could be false. Fur- 
ther searches for possible sequence or structural similari- 
ties are probably worthwhile. At this point in time, though, 
my prejudice is that there will be many ways to flip a base 
out of DNA, and it may not be possible to define a simple 
sequence motif connected with this activity. There is the 
added complication that, since we postulate this to be an 
ancient evolutionary discovery, time may have removed 
all trace of primary sequence similarity. 
New Base Flipping Systems? 
Where else should we look for base flipping? Obvious can- 
didates are the myriad other repair enzymes needed to 
recognize and correct other mismatched bases. However, 
more intriguing possibilities exist. Enzymes that need to 
open up the DNA helix could in principle use base flipping 
as the first step in that process. Figure 2 shows the struc- 
ture of the DNA alone as it is found in the M. Hhal complex. 
It is rather easy to imagine that either further base flipping 
or simply pulling apart the adjacent base pair is rendered 
much easier once the uniformity of the helix has been 
broken and the stacking interactions of the flipped base 
have been lost. Could this represent a common first step 
in opening a DNA helix? Where should we look? 
DNA and RNA polymerases are two classes of enzymes 
that both need to open a DNA helix before they can begin 
their catalytic action. Surprisingly, we know nothing about 
how this initial step is accomplished. It is possible that base 
flipping, mediated either by a polymerase or an accessory 
protein, close to the site of transcription or replication initia- 
tion could provide one solution. One could imagine an 
initial step that involves sequence-specific recognition fol- 
lowed by base flipping of a target nucleoside to weaken 
the helix. Continued disruption of the helix could then be 
achieved either by base flipping or by some other mecha- 
nism. Note that this model is restricted to the initial event 
of opening and is not intended as an alternative to the 
current models for transcription or replication once a sub- 
stantial stretch of single-stranded loop becomes available. 
This proposal could be approached experimentally based 
on our findings that M. Hhal, which flips bases, forms much 
tightercomplexeswithsubstratescontaining mismatches 
The property could reasonably be expected to be general 
for proteins that indulge in base flipping. Thus, a simple 
mismatch scanning experiment could be carried out. For 
instance, at an origin of replication, individual base pairs 
could be replaced by mismatches to see whether there 
were one unique location at which tighter complexes might 
form. Such a location would then be a good candidate for 
base flipping. If the base flipping proposal is correct, then 
we could hope to identify the exact base pair that was 
critical in the first step of DNA replication. 
If DNA polymerases were to use base flipping to open 
the helix, this would again argue for the very early appear- 
ance of this mechanism and would provide a common link 
between replication and mismatch detection and repair. 
As noted before, much of the discussion of base flipping 
in DNA raised in this minireview should also apply to an 
RNA world in which, again, mismatches introduced during 
imperfect replication would require repair. It may well be 
worth hunting for similar examples among RNA meth- 
yltransferases, RNA-ternplated polymerases, RNA heli- 
cases, et cetera. 
In summary, there is now one fully documented case 
of base flipping, M. Hhal, in which the interaction with 
double-stranded DNA has been captured. In two other 
cases, UDGase and E. coli photolyase, the evidence for 
base flipping is quite compelling, but visualization of the 
interaction between double-stranded DNA and the en- 
zyme is still awaited. More examples lie in the wings, and 
there are good reasons to think that base flipping may be 
quite widespread. Just 2 years ago, this proposal would 
have been greeted with great skepticism, perhaps even 
laughter. It seems much more plausible today. Of course, 
that is at once the great challenge and the great joy of 
molecular biology, where much remains to be discovered. 
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